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Britain’s UK Independence Party expected to win crucial vote before general election 

 
By Griff Witte, The Washington Post, November 19, 2014  

 

ROCHESTER, England — It would be hard to find a place more quintessentially 
British than Rochester, a handsome river town framed by a spectacularly ancient 
castle and cathedral. (...) 

It’s not just the look of the place, either. Economically, demographically and 
politically, Rochester closely mirrors the rest of Britain. And yet, on Thursday, voters 5 
here are poised to do something that would have seemed radical just months ago: 
elect a member of the U.K. Independence Party to represent them in Parliament. 

The expected win would be the second for the anti-Europe, anti-immigration party in 
two months. But unlike the first victory, in the economically depressed seaside town 
of Clacton, a triumph in Rochester will probably be seen here as proof that UKIP can 10 
win middle Britain. 

“What makes Rochester significant is precisely the fact that it’s not unusual. It’s a 
very typical seat,” said Rob Ford, a University of Manchester political analyst who co-
wrote a book documenting the party’s rise. “I didn’t see this coming, to be honest. It’s 
a remarkable shift in UKIP’s ability to win right across the political spectrum.” 15 

UKIP’s evolution from insurgent fringe to mainstream phenomenon has struck terror 
in the hearts of the two parties, Labor and Conservative, that have dominated 
Britain’s political life for the past century. 

Less than six months before the next general election, both major parties are 
struggling to set the terms of debate. UKIP is filling the void with its promises to ditch 20 
the European Union and vastly reduce a flow of immigrants that in recent years has 
brought millions of new residents to Britain. 

UKIP’s rise could help deny Prime Minister David Cameron another term in office by 
peeling away seats that otherwise would have gone to the Tories. Cameron had 
originally vowed to “throw the kitchen sink” at the UKIP candidate here in order to 25 
ensure a Conservative victory. But he has been a diminishing presence as polls have 
shown the Tory candidate fading. 

Labor, too, has something to fear from UKIP. Many of Labor’s traditional working-
class voters are lining up behind UKIP’s message at a time of stagnant wages and 
diminished opportunities for those without university degrees. 30 



“All our industry is gone, and it’s making way for homes for people coming from 
outside the country,” said Eugene Austin, a 64-year-old who spent decades working 
in auto factories until he was laid off four years ago. “It’s terrible.” 

(...) Prior to the campaign, UKIP had rated Rochester its 271st-most-winnable seat 
out of 650 in the House of Commons. Unlike other areas where UKIP thrives, the 35 
population of Rochester is reasonably well educated and has not suffered unusually 
high unemployment. 

Although the historic dockyards closed decades ago, some manufacturing work 
remains, as do retail jobs (...) Nor does Rochester have a particularly large number of 
immigrants. But that doesn’t stop people here from fearing the wave of foreigners 40 
that is a mainstay of the tabloid news media’s reporting. (…) 

UKIP’s candidate here, a bald and bespectacled Oxford-trained economist who has 
an MBA from Columbia, is no one’s idea of a working man’s hero. But Mark Reckless 
shocked the British political world in September with his defection to UKIP after four 
years as a Tory parliamentarian, a move that won him affection from constituents 45 
eager to give a kick in the teeth to the political establishment. 

A vote for UKIP, Reckless said in an interview at the party’s frenetic campaign 
headquarters, would “shake up the cozy cartel of British politics.” 

(...) The party is already lining up candidates in areas that were once thought to be 
off-limits. 50 

Graham Moore, an imposing 50-year-old construction worker with no political 
background, said he plans to challenge the incumbent Labor member in his 
multiethnic neighborhood of London. 

“It’s been Labor for a long time,” he said. But he senses that voters are fed up with 
mass immigration and ready to vote for a candidate who will put a stop to it. 55 

(...) The Labor Party candidate in Rochester, Naushabah Khan, is the daughter of 
immigrants, and she proudly defends immigrants’ contributions to the country’s 
economy. But she also acknowledges the anger of her would-be constituents — and 
the appeal of easy solutions to complex issues. 

“They use this idea that leaving the EU will be a magic wand they can wave to solve 60 
all the country’s problems. And that resonates with some people,” said Khan, who is 
running a distant third in the polls. “It means we’ve got more work to do.” 



I. Answer the following questions – 40 to 60 words eac h (8 points) 

 

a) On what arguments is the following statement based? “What makes Rochester 

significant is precisely the fact that it’s not unusual. It’s a very typical seat.” (3 

points) 

b) Explain why the vote for UKIP “would shake up the cozy cartel of British politics”.  

(2 points) 

c) In the article, what are UKIP’s constituting elements of rhetoric that have a real 

impact on voters? (3 points) 

 

II. Synonyms (4 points)  

Find synonyms in the text to the following words or phrases. Please note that they 

appear in the same order as those listed below. (Beware: verbs might not appear in 

the infinitive form.) 

1. to change 

2. common 

3. to abandon  

4. fired  

5. prosper 

6. pillar 

7. voter 

8. office-holder  

 

III. Essay – 300 words approx (8 points) 

Populist parties are drawing increasing support all over Europe; inquire into the 

causes and potential consequences of such a phenomenon. Do not forget to 

illustrate your analysis. 

 


